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Being part of a market that can lay claim to one of the highest 
growth rates in the betting world is surely an occasion that you 
do not want to miss out on!

The lotto gaming records an increase in turnover of 100% per 
year.  iSLotto is a complete and agile gaming platform; it offers 
a great selection of lotteries and the possibility to add 
countless customizations.  

With iSLotto you enter into the lotto world as the protagonist.  
Thanks to the very simple management of lotteries, our 
platform lets you propose an infinite number of markets based 
on draws from all over the world.
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SCreating 
and setting up 
new lotteries

Managing
Multi currency

Managing
Multilanguage

Managing
the time zones 
and time differences

Creating
new markets
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The iSLotto backoffice allows you to create a tailored made gaming platform, via:



- online website with a simple and intuitive platform; full 
responsiveness allows the bettor to play easily with 
all current devices SThe iSLotto system is a product that encompasses all selling channels of gaming 

- "retail" application with a high performance tool yet 
simple for the cashiers; manages placement both 
through a keyboard/mouse and through a touch 
screen terminal
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- Verification of business progress with a clean and complete monitoring system on the payout, turnover, winning 
betslips, draws and everything else necessary to have full awareness of the trend that your product is following over 
the course of time.

The iSLotto system is a product that facilitates the job of the operator
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∞
Number of lotteries
managed by iSLotto

4.000
(more than)

Number of coupons
per minute managed
by iSlotto

8.000.000
Number of bets per
week managed
by iSlotto

500.000
Number of coupons
settled in less than 5
minutes

17
Number of markets
per lottery managed
by iSLotto

58
Number of odds
per lottery managed
by iSLotto

iSLotto: The Numbers



iSLotto combines classical markets with a great number of unconventional 
markets creating a unique and exciting game experience.

Take a look about these "crazy" markets: 
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Bonus Ball 3 Groups
You have to predict in which group the last bonus number will belong.

Crazy Lotto
You have to predict which numbers will NOT be extracted. Bonus number excluded.

Odd Even Duel
You have to predict if in the extraction will be more Odd or Even numbers. Bonus numbers excluded.

Odd Even Bonus
You have to predict if the bonus number will be odd or even.

Odd Even Total
You have to predict if the total sum of the extracted numbers will be Odd or Even. Bonus numbers excluded.

High Low Bonus
You have to predict if the bonus number will be high (from 26 to 49) or low (from 1 to 25).

Combo
Bet on your favorite numbers combined in all possible groups using a single coupon.



Integration
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iSLotto can easily be integrated into all existing betting systems thanks to a complete API set.

The seamless cashier allows automatic money transfer at the moment the user places a bet, avoiding the need to 
transfer money between separate wallets.

The “retail” application communicates with the system in real time, thereby always having complete control of the 
cashiers.

External system
(details, user wallet

and account
management)

iSLotto
User places a bet

Withdrawal from the system to iSLotto

Deposit from iSLotto to the system

User wins a bet



Thanks to the optimization of the software, we have succeeded in creating a system that delivers elevated 
performance regardless of the server farm.

Normal applications base their performance on the high performance of a server farm (very costly).

iSLotto is based on the power of the software and not on the power of the machines on which it is installed.

iSLotto: performances

SERVER FARM

PERFORMANCE
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PERFORMANCE
iSLotto
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www.isolutions.it

CONTACT US

BY PHONE
+39 (0)521 621394

BY MAIL 
sales@isolutions.it

AT OUR MAIN OFFICE
P.zza Lunardi, 20 - 43014 Noceto (PR) Italy

SOFTWARE ENGINEERING

Solutions


